
CWH Square Sawtooth Picture Hangers 
PUB036

CWH5 Picture Hangers – an easier hanging and levelling option                      
for most wood and polymer picture frames. Always used in pairs.

The unique feature of CWH Picture Hangers is that the micro-sawtooth bar which sits on the hook or nail is 
angled at 19°. CWH5 hangers are always fitted in pairs and are flat so are flipped over as needed when fitting.                               
Size 50mm/2” x 46mm/1.8”. Screw holes are 4mm.
To hang a frame with CWH5 hangers, first measure between the dots on the plates, then make matching marks on 
the wall. Using Post-its can help here.
Use suitable hooks, nails or screws and sit the frame on them. Small lift and sideway movements will level the 
picture frame. The 8mm slots can also help.

9201A CWH5 Picture Hangers   50pcs                 for 25 frames                                              
9201B CWH5 Picture Hangers  200pcs              for 100 frames                                                                                      
        

CWH2 Picture Hangers – for wood and polymer picture frames                  
with flat or papered backs.

The shape of a CWH2 hanger spaces the frame slightly away from the wall to sit on most nails and hooks. This 
hanger can be turned over which can suit some frames.
Made from 1.0mm steel with 4mm screw holes and slots. Silver zinc plated. Use singly with one in centre of top rail. 
Or use in pairs, with one fitted on each side. The 8mm slots and micro sawtooth detail make levelling the frame 
easier. Size 50mm/2” x 49mm/2.0”

6926A CWH2 Picture Hangers                                         50pcs                                             
6926B CWH2 Picture Hangers                                       200pcs                                                                                                          
6926D CWH2 Picture Hangers                                    2000pcs                                                                                                                      
        

CWH1 Picture Hangers – for canvases on wooden stretcher bars and 
for wood and polymer hollow back picture frames.

Little guides speed alignment of CWH1 hangers onto the frame. The 8mm slots and micro sawtooth detail make 
levelling the frame easier.
Made from 1.0mm steel with 3.8mm screw holes. Silver zinc plated. Use singly with one in centre of top rail. Or use 
in pairs, with one fitted on each side. Size 50mm/2” x 46mm/1.8”

6925A CWH1 Picture Hangers                                          50pcs                                            
6925B CWH1 Picture Hangers                                       200pcs                                                                                                       
6925D CWH1 Picture Hangers                                      2000pcs                                                                                                 
Courtesy packs:                                                                              
6925P CWH1 + 2 screws                                              20 packs                                                                                                       
6925V CWH1 + 2 screws, plus wall hook and pin     20 packs                                                                                            
        

A smarter and quicker way to hang pictures and mirrors 
with no wire to tie or to break

p.1CWH Picture Hangers are not designed to be used with wire or cord

CWH3 Picture Hangers – for most aluminium side-loader                        
picture frames

Fits most makes of side-loader aluminium picture frame profiles. Lion M Series, Larson-Juhl, Nielsen and more.
CWH3 hangers are fitted after the frame is assembled. Place it in the channel and lock with a suitable screwdriver – 
do not overtighten. Made from 1.4mm steel, zinc plated. Size 52mm/2.1” x 49mm/2.0”
Use singly, with one in the centre of the top rail of the frame. Or use in pairs, one each side – this way makes levelling 
very easy.

6927A CWH3 Picture Hangers                                         50pcs                                              
6927B CWH3 Picture Hangers                                       200pcs                                                                                    
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Two CWH Hangers on a frame 
take up to 6kg / 10lb.
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CWH1 & CWH2 Square Hangers are for wood and polymer picture frames
CWH1 Hangers 
have little 
guides to speed 
alignment 
when fixing 
them to frames

Each CWH 
hanger has 
stamped ‘X’ or 
dot marks to 
help accurate 
measuring 
when planning 
where to 
position hooks 
on the wall.

CWH Hangers 
1, 2 and 3 can 
all be used 
singly, placed 
in the middle of 
the top rail of 
the frame. This 
way frames are 
easy to level 
and works well 
for smaller 
frames.

CWH hangers 1, 2 
and 3 offer a little 
bit of sideways 
adjustment 
on the micro-
sawtooth. 1 and 
2 have 8mm 
slots for vertical 
adjustment and 
3 can easily be 
adjusted in the 
frame profile slot.

CWH Hangers 
work better on 
larger frames 
when fitted in 
pairs. The 8mm 
slots allow 
adjustment 
for level. The 
micro-sawtooth 
allows small 
sideways 
adjustments.

CWH3 Square Hangers for most side-loader aluminium frames

Aluminium picture frames are always popular for contemporary 
art and display graphics. CWH3 square hangers can be used 
singly and in pairs. Either way, they are quick to fit and to adjust, 
making speeding hanging.

CWH5 Square Hangers are 
designed to work in pairs on 
wood and poly frames

Their unique design means that when the frame is 
placed onto two hooks or screws, it can be levelled 
with a slight lift and sideways movement.

CWH Trial Pack contains lots of samples of the 
four different styles: CWH1 X 20pcs, CWH2 
x 20pcs, CWH5 x 20pcs and CWH3 x 10pcs.
Depending whether used singly or in pairs, 
the Trial Pack plates will hang between 35 
and 50 frames. 
All styles hang on most screws, pins and 
picture hooks.

Slots for 
levellingSawtooth 

for some 
lateral 
adjustment

6929 CWH Square Picture Hangers - Trial Pack                                                                                                                                  
        

CWH Taster Pack contains two plates of 
each of CWH1, CWH2 and CWH5 hangers 
for wood frames and CWH3 hangers for 
aluminium This is an easy way to try the 
CWH hanger range. Plates in the Taster 
Pack will hang between 4 and 7 frames, 
depending how they are used.

CWH Square Picture Frame 
Hangers -Taster Pack 

CWH Square Picture Frame                                                   
Hangers - Trial Pack

CWH Square Picture 
Hangers are quick to 
fix with screws and a 
power screwdriver. 
Once a frame is hung 
on the wall, using 
two hooks, screws or 
nails, there is no wire 
to sag or break. CWH 
hangers also make it 
much easier to hang 
groups of frames

6929

10707

CWH5 Easy 
Levelling 

Hangers for 
Wood Frames

CWH3 Square Hangers 
for Aluminium Frames

www.lionpic.co.ukExport enquiries: 
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In USA contact Tech Mark: 
www.tech-mark.com / 

501 945 9393

10707 CWH Square Picture Frame Hangers -Taster Pack                                                                                                                        
        


